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Most games currently target 30FPS or more to look smooth, but there is a number of games around the 25 to
33FPS mark that look smooth enough. There is a option in the Reflex Low Latency mode which lowers the
frame rate to 25FPS and allows the graphics system to be very aggressive while producing much higher

quality images than would be possible with the default display target of 30FPS. This is a tradeoff between the
graphics performance and timing. Some developers have written their own graphics to handle latency

themselves. For example, the Source Engine from Valve and Unreal Engine 3 have their own internal tool to
handle latency. Reflex Low Latency mode provides a platform agnostic approach to handle this issue allowing

you to measure latency by yourself. However, as above, Reflex Low Latency mode does not have the same
effects on rendering power savings and network latencies. This is why Reflex Low Latency mode does not

replace the Reflex Low Latency mode settings. The position of your head will have an impact on your latency.
The further away you are from the computer that is rendering the image, the longer the process takes to
reflect back to you. If you are playing games that are client server dependent, then you should get to the

server as fast as possible. Additionally, you will get a better experience if you are playing on the same
machine as your game; whereas network latency can be mitigated with the use of a high speed router. While

we can make improvements to latency, we are always looking to provide you the latest and greatest
experience. We will also be adding dedicated profiles for different latency situations that you can use within

the settings. Once we get the testing going, we can discuss the details of what needs to be done.
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Optionally, one can also set the size of “ClkIntPad” to achieve faster serial link clock rates if desired. However,
it is important to note that with “c1EnableSS” set to "1", the same clock rate as “ClkIntPad” is used. Configure
the serial link to the other serial link components accordingly. Note that the links will automatically be reset to
normal operation. The bigd link training or status commands will have the same latency as normal, instead of
having a broken serial link. We have redesigned our measurement for a much more convenient and affordable

solution that also can scale down to milliseconds. Our latency test device is a piece of hardware that sits in
between the screen and the GPU. When the screen is displaying a frame, the test device detects when the

user presses a button. If the latency is 1ms, then the test device will register it as the mouse being pressed. If
the delay between the user's button press and the system processing of the button is more than 1ms, the test
device will register the button click as false. Because the test hardware is interfacing directly to the system, it
is instantaneous and it only takes about a second to test the latency of a system. We then send a command to

the CPU to render the screen. With our latency measuring hardware in the render path, the test device will
register when the GPU starts processing the screen and when it completes the processing. If the game is

toggling render queues between CPU and GPU bound, the test device will record multiple frames per second.
Additionally, we measure the latency of a single platform (Windows, Mac, or Linux). If the server environment
needs to be measured, then the latency test device can be hidden in the screen or environment and run the

same test without any additional setup. 5ec8ef588b
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